
grained turbidites, coarse-grained channelized turbidites and
chaotic slump deposits. The nature of the sediments, trace
fossils, and the presence of slumps suggest deposition within a
bathyal submarine slope environment, and the Zapata Forma-
tion is interpreted to be part of a thin clastic sedimentary wedge
that developed on the subsiding cratonward margin of the back-
arc basin (Wilson 1983).
The Albian-Cenomanjan Punta Barrosa Formation con-

formably overlies the Zapata Formation and consists of alternat-
ing coarse-grained sandstone and shale intervals that are inter-
preted as lobe, lobe fringe, and interlobe facies deposited in the
mid-fan region of a deep-sea fan system that prograded south-
ward within the northern part of the Magallanes basin (Wilson
1983). The Magallanes basin is a deep-water foreland basin
(Natland et al. 1974) that developed on the site of the Early
Cretaceous back-arc basin slope concommitantly with mid-Cre-
taceous deformation and uplift within the Andean Cordillera to
the west. The coarse clastics of the Punta Barrosa Formation are
the first deposits within this foreland basin. The succeeding
stratigraphic sequence consists of deep to shallow marine clastic
sedimentary rocks that were deposited in the foreland basin in
Cretaceous and Tertiary time (Cortés 1964; Dott, Winn, and
Smith 1982; Katz 1963).
The structural geometry of the Ultima Esperanza fold-thrust

belt is characterized by megascopic and mesoscopic folds asso-
ciated with bedding-plane detachment faults (Wilson 1983). A
structure section across 50 kilometers of the fold belt indicates
that the folding may be related to displacement along blind
thrusts in the subsurface. One regional cleavage is developed in
Upper Jurassic to Neogene units, and is parallel to the Andean
cleavage in the Main Cordillera to the west of the study area
(Allen 1982). Structural and radiometric evidence, together
with the sedimentary history of the foreland basin, suggest that
the Andean deformation may have been a progressive event
beginning with back-arc basin closure in the mid-Cretaceous
and continuing into the Pliocene.
An east-dipping thrust zone along the boundary between the

Main Cordillera and the fold-thrust belt is interpreted as the
east limb of an antiformal duplex stack (Wilson 1983). The de-
velopment of such a stack along this boundary may have
provided the tectonic thickening and crustal loading to produce
subsidence within the foreland basin to the east of the fold-
thrust belt.
There is rapidly accumulating evidence of large-scale trans-

port on low-angle thrust faults in many mountain belts. It there-
fore seems likely that the highly deformed and metamorphosed
pre-Tobifera basement window of Cordillera Darwin in Tierra

del Fuego (Nelson et al. 1980) may also represent a duplex as has
recently been suggested for the Shushwap complex in the Ca-
nadian Cordillera (Mattauer, Collot, and Van den Driessche
1983).
This research was supported by National Science Foundation

grants DPP 78-20629 and INT 79-20213. We would like to thank
the Instituto de la Patagonia, the Parque Nacional Torres del
Paine, and the Empresa Nacional del Petroleo, Chile, for logis-
tical support during this project.
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Expedition to Valdes:
Miocene stratigraphy and Recent

siDed basins
THOMAS J. DEVRIES, JOHN M. ZAWISKIE,

and WILLIAM J. ZINSMEISTER

Institute of Polar Studies
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43270

A two-phase program of stratigraphic and oceanographic
study around Peninsula Valdes (Patagonia, Argentina) was car-
ried out between 4 and 24 September 1981. Use of the Rlv Hero
(cruise 81-4) allowed ready access to isolated coastal outcrops
and to submarine deposits from Golfos San Matias, San José,
and Nuevo (see figure, inset).
Miocene stratigraphy. Our stratigraphic study of the middle to

late Miocene Entrerio and Rionegro Formations expands upon
that of Zinsmeister and others (1981). They concluded that the
two formations were conformable and laterally equivalent, re-
cording the progradation of mudflat, beach, and supratidal
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facies into shallow, offshore, marine environments. Our mea-
surements of 17 sections confirm the applicability of this model
across the entire Peninsula Valdes region.
A section from the south shore of Golfo San Matias depicts a

typical transition from offshore to littoral depositional environ-
ments (see figure). Unit 1 consists of thin-bedded bioturbate
mudstone with scattered valves of Nucula. Unit 2 includes mas-
sive and well-winnowed sandstones with small-scale her-

ringbone interbeds and mudstone flasers below, and biomodal,
planar-tabular, stratifeld coquinas above. Echinoids and Ostrea
dominate the sandstones; fragments of diverse pelecypods
abound in the coquinas.
Unit 3 contains dark gray medium-grained sandstone with

small-scale herringbone crossbeds and mudstone flasers.
Ophiomorpha nodosa is abundant throughout. Skolithos linearis
becomes increasingly dense upsection. Thick coquinas and
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Lithologic section of Miocene rocks exposed on sea cliffs facing Golfo San Matias. Also shown are invertebrate assemblages collected from
these strata and our interpretation of depositional environments represented within the section. (Inset: Peninsula Valdes and location of
section described in the text.)
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poorly sorted massive sandstones of unit 4 abruptly truncate
unit 3. The coquinas consist of large disarticulated Pecten, Os-
trea, broken echinoids, and whale bones.
The fine-grained sandstone and mudstone of unit 5 entomb

fragile articulated valves of Propeamussium and occasional my-
tilids. Unit 6 is characterized by low-angle plan bedding with
rare 0. nodosa, truncated above by a channel-form body of
medium-grained sandstone with mudstone flasers and scat-
tered Ostrea valves. Arenicolites and S. linearis are developed just
below the erosive contact. Ophiomorpha shafts in the channel-
form body are truncated above by coarse sandstone and
coquina.
Unit 7 is composed of afossiliferous, thin-bedded, laminated

and contorted mudstone, siltstone, and evaporites. A tuff in the
upper part is probably correlative with one dated by
Zinsmeister and others (1981) on the south shore of Golfo
Nuevo.
The Tertiary sequence is unconformably overlain by Quater-

nary terrace deposits and by Patagonian gravels.
To summarize our interpretation: Offshore muds with Nucula

(unit 1) were gradually replaced by a tidally influenced sandy
environment of channeled shoals inhabited by echinoids and
oysters (unit 2). These subtidal environments were succeeded
by sandy tidal flats populated by numerous crustaceans and
polychaetes (unit 3). Unit 4 may include washover deposits. A
shallow lagoon or bay (unit 5) and its inshore beach (unit 6)
prograded across the shoals. The progradation was complete
with the appearance of supratidal flats and saltpans (unit 7).
Oceanography. The oceanographic program included

bathymetric surveys and bottom sampling of the gulfs sur-
rounding Peninsula Valdes. Each gulf is bound seaward by a
shallow bedrock sill rising some 80-120 meters above a bowl-

shaped floor. At those times when the Pleistocene sea level
stood much lower, these basins must have been brackish lakes
or evaporitic depressions, not unlike much smaller emergent
depressions nearby. Previously published hydrographic maps
(often in error, we discovered), indicated former beaches within
these drowned depressions. It was hoped that evaporites or
intertidal deposits could be recovered by coring, but our efforts
were stymied by a 2-meter (or more) blanket of windblown
Recent silt and sand covering most of every basin.
Apart from suggesting an unusual Pleistocene history, the

Valdes gulfs pose a dilemma: how to explain small, often nearly
landlocked, coastal depressions whose centers are significantly
deeper than the continental shelf in which they are impressed.
We saw no structural evidence of a tectonic origin for the gulfs.
Certain coastal and submarine features may coincide with west-
northwest east-southeast regional structural trends, but as yet,
these coincidences have not explained the gulfs' origin.
The field scientists (T. I)eVries, T. Eggert, B. Huber, and J.

Zawiskie) are grateful to Capt. Peter Lennie and the crew of the
iIv Hero for their unstinting support of our efforts. We thank R.
Scasso (cIRGEo) and C. Gopcevich (Argentine Naval Hydro-
graphic Office) for their help and advice. This research was
supported by National Science Foundation grant DPP 79-20215.
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Antarctica, Africa, Australia—Mesozoic
Conchostracan dispersal

PAUL TASCH

Department of Geology
Wichita State University
Wichita, Kansas 67208

This is a progress report on my monograph on Gondwana
Estheriids. (All species described in the monograph are based
on measurements of nine parameters and eight ratios, in addi-
tion to angle determination where indicated and valve mor-
phological characters.)
Antarctic-Africa. I previously reported on the occurrence in

the Blizzard Heights Jurassic interbed, of Cyzicus (Lioestheria
malangensis (Marliére) known from Zaire, Africa. Other Ant-
arctic-Africa conchostracan ties are noted here.
Glyptoasmussia cf. lueckensis Defretin Le Franc found in my

Storm Peak Collection (Upper Flow, beds 2 and 7; Jurassic) was

originally described from the Congo Basin, Haute Luecki series,
Upper Triassic or Jurassic (pre-Oxfordian). Another species
from the same Basin (Glyptoasmussia corneti Defretin Le Franc)
and a new species recovered from Blizzard Heights (Tasch sta-
tion 1, beds 2, 3, and 7) overlapped in several ratios.
Pseudoasmussiata sp. I from Storm Peak (Upper Flow, bed 4) also
was found to have near equivalents in the Congo Basin
Mesozoic.
Antarctic-Australia. An important Antarctic-Australia Meso-

zoic tie is Paleolimnadia (Grandilimnadia) cf. glenleensis (Mitchell).
Originally known from the Australian Permian and Middle-to-
Upper Triassic, it is now described from Storm Peak, the Upper
Flow interbed (beds 2, 7, and 8). This is of special interest since
no australian Jurassic conchostracans are known.
Between Antarctica-Australia and Antarctica-Africa, as indi-

cated by the specific bioprograms cited, nonmarine dispersal
appears to have been in effect during late Triassic-Jurassic time.
Antarctica (Agate Peak). In the David Elliot collection from

Agate Peak several conchostracan fossils of a new cyziciid spe-
cies were recovered. This fossiliferous interbed was in contact
with pillow lavas. Agate Peak is the first conchostracan- site in
northern Victoria Land. The effective temperature of the
Kirkpatrick Basalt that was transmitted to these fossils, when
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